Smart. Efficient. Logistics.

Transportation
Solutions
G&D Integrated is your trusted partner
for smart, efficient logistics. We bring
over 100 years of experience advancing
innovative global supply chain solutions.

Trust G&D Integrated to help
you expertly manage your entire supply
chain and simplify your processes—moving and
managing your goods to improve productivity
and provide real-time visibility into the flow
of your inventory.
G&D Integrated has a rich history that dates back to the early
1880s, when freight was delivered with horse-drawn wagons.
Today, G&D Integrated provides domestic transportation,
contract logistics, and supply chain services to a wide variety
of industries with over 1,000 employees at over 20 facilities
across North America.

Today’s global supply chains are complex. The ability to be flexible is the key to
your competitive edge. Based on your individual business needs, G&D Integrated
works collaboratively with your team to optimize supply chain solutions. We customize
those solutions from a broad portfolio of logistics services that
encompass strategy through execution.

Getting You There
Experts in identifying and developing custom, dedicated
transportation services to optimize the flow of goods in
global supply chains, G&D Integrated provides a broad
array of solutions. We are an asset-based provider so when
you work with G&D Integrated for your transportation
needs, it means increased reliability, control and peace of
mind. We have the ability to leverage our truck fleet with
the extended reach and capacity of our full brokerage
capabilities including intermodal drayage.

Truckload
Freight Brokerage
Intermodal Drayage

Experience the benefits of our
Truckload services:
EXPERTISE

G&D Integrated has over 100 years
experience serving a variety of industries
including Fortune 50 companies. G&D
was recently named a “Top 25 Dedicated
Contract Carrier” by Transport Topics.1

Truckload

Dependability and increased reliability with
our asset-based fleet means we will show
up on time and help clients get the right
product to the right place at the right time.

G&D’s fleet program provides high quality transportation
management and oversight, enabling you to allocate
your staff and resources on other business operations.
As an asset-based company, we have our own extensive
fleet of power units, chassis, trailers, flatbeds, curtain
sides and customized equipment. We maintain a fleet
of over 450 trucks and 2,600 trailers and process
approximately 10,000 material moves per week
throughout our network. Our experienced pool of
drivers ensures efficient and professional service for a
wide range of transportation needs.

SUSTAINABILITY

Consider G&D Integrated Truckload
services if you need:
Committed capacity
Industry leading service levels
Greater reliability and efficiency
A provider to manage tight
delivery windows to meet critical
manufacturing requirements
A flexible transportation partner

We are an industry leader in renewable energy,
through our use of biodiesel, which helps the
environment with lower emissions and improved
fuel-efficiency and ultimately translates into cost
savings for our clients. We are also recognized as
a SmartWay® Transport Partner.
FLEET MANAGEMENT

We maintain a modern fleet with a
coordinated approach to ongoing fleet
replenishment assuring increased safety,
security and efficiency for your loads.
We internally manage all equipment
procurement, fuel and expertly maintain
our own fleet to ensure greater control
and safety.
REGULATORY

We handle all regulatory compliances (CSA,
HOS, DOT, EPA)
SAFETY

We consistently maintain industry leading
CSA safety scores ranking in the top 2% of
our peer group for safe driving.2
We provide comprehensive and ongoing
driver training and safety management.
“Transport Topics Top 25 Listings.” Transport Topics
(Nov 19, 2014).
2
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, Web, (Aug 2015)
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Freight
Brokerage

When you use G&D’s freight brokerage service, we serve as a liaison
between you and an authorized, insurance covered carrier. We work to
identify your needs and then coordinate with our network of approved
carriers to satisfy your transportation requirements on-time and in a
cost-effective manner. As an asset-based provider, we understand the
importance of not only cost but reliability and service. We make every
effort to contract with a more select group of carriers that have been
vetted by our experienced operations team.

With expertise serving customers across the USA, G&D Integrated possesses extensive
transportation industry knowledge and the technology to help you accomplish your
objectives. Whether you need our freight brokerage solutions to move all of your freight,
or for specific regions or loads, we get the job done on-time and for less.

Experience the benefits of our
Freight Brokerage services:

Consider G&D Integrated
Freight Brokerage services if you:

Deal with one broker rather than representatives
from several different companies

Want a freight brokerage provider that is
backed by an asset-based fleet

Personal attention from a dedicated account
executive for the best customized solutions

Want to work with a broker who actively
seeks to understand your business and
its requirements

Access to our client portal, which includes a
variety of reports
Extensive carrier base for guaranteed capacity
Truckload services for all equipment types
including: Dry Van, Flat Bed, Heavy Haul,
Temperature Controlled

Are shipping outside of an area where you do
not have assets
Want low cost with reliability
Need a dependable broker with a reliable
carrier base

Intermodal
Drayage

G&D drayage services enable the quick pickup of
container shipments and efficient movement of
goods in and out of ports and rail yards.
We coordinate with container depots and steamship lines, manage
drop pools, and foster great relationships with freight forwarders and
customs brokers. We don’t just execute moves that rail or sail but
leverage our experience and liaise with all parties in the intermodal
process, driving down costs through better utilization of equipment.

Experience the benefits of our
Intermodal Drayage services:

Consider G&D Integrated Intermodal
Drayage services if you:

Seamlessly interface with other segments of
the intermodal logistics supply chain to reduce
complexity, increase visibility and respond
quickly to supply chain disruptions or
schedule changes

Are managing a global supply chain

Maximize efficiency in loading, unloading,
sorting, and cargo transfers
Can be coupled with our consol/deconsol
services to reduce transportation costs and
improve flow of import/export materials

Move and manage goods from a wide variety
of hubs (ports, rail yards, distribution centers)
Experience delays at ports or rail yards
Don’t have time to deal with complexity and
nuance of intermodal shipments
Want a direct relationship with a
drayage provider
Are considering changing from “door moves”
to “merchant haulage”

Solutions That Deliver
TR A N S P O RTATIO N MA N AGE MENT
G&D Integrated offers turnkey transportation management services. Our innovative solutions,
the result of more than a century of best practices, lower transportation costs, improve customer
service and reduce cycle times. G&D can place staff at your site or manage your business from
our Operations Center to deliver the optimal cost and service combination.
Our transportation planning analysts utilize today’s latest tools to identify routing synergies that create opportunities for lower
cost and better service throughout our network. G&D’s transportation management technology electronically monitors moves
and makes shipment information available real-time through a web browser. Our skilled drivers are equipped with state-of-the-art
equipment and technology to execute shipments flawlessly, meeting your most demanding logistics requirements.

J U ST-I N-T I ME E XPE DITE D SE RVI C ES
Leveraging our asset-based fleet, G&D Integrated can provide JIT delivery to your production floor. With more control of
transportation options, we can work with our customers’ specific production requirements to deliver the exact parts
needed at the exact time and reduce time and handling within their facilities and on their assembly lines.

Experience the benefits of our
JIT Expedited services:

Consider G&D Integrated
JIT Expedited services if you:

Minimize costs in inventory and meet
on-time delivery requirements

Have capacity constraints

Reduce setup time and inventory
Improve the flow of materials, components
and finished goods
Minimize waste by improving inefficiencies
while remaining environmentally conscious

Want to run a leaner inbound supply chain
Have customers driving JIT
Want to coordinate inventory shipments with
transportation and warehousing activities
Want to keep inventory from breaking
or expiring

Helping you with your transportation needs is just the beginning at
G&D Integrated. We offer a range of additional services that deliver value,
address real supply chain issues and optimize your transportation processes.

YA R D MA N AGE ME N T
G&D Integrated leverages expert project management teams
to support the implementation of on-site yard management
solutions. Our team of knowledgeable, trained employees
will collaborate with you to streamline on-site transportation
and yard management operations.

With the use of real-time logistics
management software, you will have
automated yard activity data which is

Experience the benefits of our
Yard Management services:
Better visibility to shipments in the yard
results in maximum efficiencies
Improve fleet utilization
Optimize the flow of inbound and
outbound goods

enterprise-wide and gives you instant visibility
to where your on-site freight is at all times.
J OC K EY S ERVICE S
In conjunction with our yard management, G&D Integrated
offers full on-site jockey programs including personnel,
equipment and execution accuracy metrics.

CON TA I NER /DE POT MA N AGE M ENT
G&D Integrated can provide high-quality inspection, lift
and storage of TOFC and COFC containers. We have both
long-term and short-term secured storage options for
shipping containers.

Consider G&D Integrated Yard
Management services if you:
Are currently running an inefficient yard
Want instant visibility to where your on-site
freight and containers are at all times
Are looking to improve load aggregation
to optimize truck utilization

Our Philosophy
Smart. Efficient. Logistics.
The mission of G&D Integrated is to partner with our customers
to grow their business by creating industry leading logistics
solutions. We do this by bringing continuous improvement and
lean logistics processes to the table to fully optimize logistics
networks. Each and every business has its own unique challenges,
so we believe in a high level of engagement with our customers
to develop a full understanding of their needs.
Part of our smart approach at G&D Integrated is the utilization
of project management principles and techniques which are
supported by cloud-based tools. This approach ensures a
thorough and complete transition of your business with us.
At G&D Integrated, we take our commitment to the environment,
renewable fuels, and corporate sustainability very seriously. Last
year, G&D travelled more than 24-million miles fleet-wide. Over
66 percent of the fuel G&D uses in its Illinois fleets is biodiesel, in
excess of 1.6 million gallons annually. This results in the reduction
of 1,200 pounds of particulate matter per year.
We are dedicated to safety in every aspect of our operations
and all employees are active participants in our safety culture
which includes a driver safety council program and standardized
monthly training sessions.

G&D Integrated has provided
solutions for many OEM leaders
and their supply chain partners:
ADM

Johnson Controls

AGCO

Komatsu

Ball Corp.

Tata Steel

Belkin Intl.

The Bon Ton

Caterpillar

Wabash
National Corp.

CNH Industrial

Industry Knowledge

Crown Cork
& Seal

When you work with G&D Integrated, you will

Deere & Co.

benefit from extensive logistics experience in a

WestRock
Whirlpool
ZF Friedrichshafen
AG

variety of industries including heavy machinery,
agriculture, electronics, automotive, retail,
consumer goods and more.

Corporate Offices


866.515.0027

Awards/Certifications
Top 25 Dedicated Contract Carrier, C-TPAT Compliant, EPA
SmartWay® Partner, Inaugural Member of the Biodiesel B20 Club1,
Komatsu Midori Kai Member since 2007, Komatsu PMO Supplier
of the Year 2011, Caterpillar BROWZ Certification Superior Rating,
ISO 9001:2008 Certification received in 2007.



www.gdintegrated.com



50 Commerce Drive
Morton, IL 61550
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An innovative program of the Illinois Soybean Association
and American Lung Association
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